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PROJECT SUMMARY 

The intent of this project is to provide a culturally 

appropriate health care facility for the Arnett-Benson 

neighborhood; a predominantly low income, Mexican-American 

residential area. This group of people, because of their 

cultural background, do not receive the maximum benefits of 

health care facilities. Therefore, this project uses a study 

of the Mexican-American values and beliefs to determine how a 

facility should be designed so that it can more effectively 

deliver health care to these people. 

Two main issues are at the base of this study; cultural 

appropriateness, and technology- It is important to address 

the cultural issues of the project. However, the technical 

quality of the medical equipment or the building itself must 

not suffer. This means that the balance between technology 

and culture must be employed. The following goals and 

objectives specify the desired outcomes required to achieve 

this balance. 



GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

-Improve the general quality of the patient's health 

-Increase the patient's awareness about health issues 

-Preserve the patient's dignity and self-respect 

-Respond to the patient's cultural beliefs and values in a 

positive manner 

-Provide a structure that fits its surrounding environment 

-The facility should have state-of-the-art medical equipment 

-There should be an emphasis placed on health education 

-Architectural symbols of the neighborhood should be used on 

the structure 

-The facility should be oriented for family treatment 

-The building should be energy efficient 

-The building should allow for handicapped access 

vi 
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BACKGROUND 



INTRODUCTION 

This section classifies the background information of 

the project into three basic categories; social, cultural, 

and physical. Each category of the background is examined in 

the context of the project; indigent health care for a 

Mexican-American neighborhood in Lubbock. Through these 

examinations, the boundaries of the problem are defined. The 

exploration of these boundaries will reveal the issues that 

are critical to the success of the project. 

The social category is an explanation of the conceptual 

framework of the background. This category will be examined 

in the context of Indigent Health Care. The issues to be 

derived from this examination are: a definition of health 

care, an understanding of society's health care 

responsibilities, and a description of the elements in 

society that impact health care. An understanding of these 

issues will define the motives behind the project. 

The cultural category is a description of the emotional 

aspect of the background. This category will be examined in 

the context of the Mexican-American Community. The issues to 

be realized from this examination are; an explanation of the 

Mexican-American beliefs about health care, and a discussion 

of how culturally inappropriate health care Impairs their 

quality of life. An understanding of these Issues will 

describe the method of health care delivery that is most 

responsive to the culture of this particular project. 



The physical category is an account of the concrete 

issues of the background. This category is also examined in 

Its context, which is a geographically-defined area of 

Lubbock known as the Arnett-Benson Neighborhood. The issues 

that will be extracted from this examination are; a 

discussion of the neighborhood's history, a description of 

Its geographical boundaries, a summary of its demographics, 

and a study of the health issues related to the neighborhood. 

A further description of the specific site will appear in the 

section titled "Site Analysis". An understanding of these 

issues will define the existing environmental and planning 

concerns associated with the project. 

After the elaboration of these three categories, the 

background Information will be condensed so that the most 

critical Issues of the project become apparent. These 

critical issues will be the foundation of further analysis. 



INDIGENT HEALTH CARE 

The term "Indigent health care" is used to describe the 

delivery of health care to economically and socially-

disadvantaged people. "Proposals for the reform of health 

care In the cities of the United States have been closely 

tied to efforts to eliminate poverty and racial 

discrimination." Therefore, the recipients of this 

particular type of health care do not generally fit into the 

classification of "middle-class-America" but, rather, exist 

In a subculture of their own. This reinforces the definition 

of health care as "the application of elements from one 

subculture (doctors), to the members of another subculture 

(patients)."*- Bearing this in mind, the need for a 

culturally appropriate health care facility has special 

significance for this project. 

After understanding this definition of health care, 

which is to be used throughout the project, it is important 

to recognize the responsibility that society as a whole has 

In providing this service. Two primary concerns have been 

introduced in recent Texas legislative sessions; 

materna1/1nfant care and primary ambulatory care for the 

indigent population of Texas. 

"The Maternal and Infant Health Improvement Act 

provides prenatal and other maternity services to women below 

the poverty level. The objectives of this bill are to reduce 

infant mortality rates, and the incidence of low birth 



weight." This legislation will include services ranging 

from prenatal care and follow up service to high risk 

Infants, extending to health education on adolescent 

pregnancy prevention. 

Along with maternal/infant care, the Legislature is 

addressing the general needs of the Indigent population 

through the Health Improvement Act. This bill "targets areas 

with high rates of poverty, inadequate access to services, 

5 
and It covers individuals without third party resources." 

The Intent of this act is to increase the overall health of 

the indigent population. Examples of these services are 

"diagnosis and treatment, immunization, and other low cost 

ambulatory care services." Both of these acts are examples 

of how society as a whole can respond to the needs of 

indigent health care. 

These services are much needed, but it is important to 

remember that "a public health program must demonstrate to 

the people that the continued improvement in their welfare 

and level of living is its true purpose."^ If health care 

"programs are to be constructive rather that disruptive 

forces, the social structure of a community must be taken 

Into account and used."® This means that the responsibility 

of society extends beyond merely providing services. A 

responsible society must provide culturally appropriate 

services. 



Many elements of society impact health care systems, 

but the three most Important are economics, education, and 

cultural values. The cultural values are discussed in the 

next section of the background. Here, the impacts of 

economics and education are discussed. 

>. 

By its sheer mass alone, economics has a major impact 

on health care. A graph of health care expenditures by 

percent of the gross national product indicates this fact. 
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Not only is the nine percent of the GNP a large.number but, 

more astounding, the average rate of change for this 

fourteen- year period is a staggering .53 percent per year. 

Since economics has such an overwhelming impact on health 

care, other issues such as patient satisfaction and well 



being might possibly become secondary or even ignored. In 

fact, even the health reform legislation mentioned earlier 

has strong economic motives. Another objective of the 

Maternal and Infant Health Improvement Act is to "provide 

direct savings to local taxpayers in reduced neonatal 

intensive care hospital cost and long-term savings to the 

state in reduced institutional care for disabled persons."^"^ 

The economic reasons for providing indigent health care are 

valid, but they must not cloud the issue of patient 

satisfaction and ultimate well being. 

Even though the economics of health care is important, 

the element of education has a great deal of effect on 

health care delivery. "The ability to comprehend the real 

nature of disease, and to understand and follow the 

physician's instructions depends on the education and 

literacy of the people." This means that beyond a physical 

treatment, a patient, particularly an indigent patient, may 

need educational treatment as well. Therefore, health care 

of this nature will need to be a flexible service, changing 

along with the needs of the patients. 

When health care is to be provided for a group of 

people, the economic and educational status of the group must 

be taken into consideration. This is especially true with 

Indigent populations. Therefore, in studying the physical 

characteristics of this project, these two elements will 

require special attention. 



THE MEXICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

"The Spanish-speaking people of the Southwest are not 

an easy group to define."^^ For the purpose of this study, 

the term Mexican-American refers to a Spanish-speaking person 

of Mexican origin. Furthermore, this study of the Mexican-

American culture will focus on the 1ower-income, urban 

dweller living in a predominantly Mexican-American 

neighborhood. While this is not a totally inclusive view of 

this culture, it is appropriate for most of Texas, and 

particularly Lubbock.^^ 

In understanding the values of the Mexican-Americans, 

it is important to remember that "many live in ethnic 

neighborhoods (barrios) with specific geographic 

14 boundaries." This hinders the acculturation process, 

because "Spanish-speaking people who live in separate 

neighborhoods or communities have restricted opportunities to 

1 s associate with persons outside their own group." 

Therefore, Mexican-Americans tend to have several cultural 

differences that distinguish them from Anglos. 

Among the cultural differences of the Mexican-

Americans, the one most relevant to this research is their 

health belief system. "Folk concepts of disease from Mexico 

are still important to Mexican-Americans; many of these 

beliefs persist in the thinking of second- and third-

generation Americans and in many ways continue to influence 

their health behavior."^^ "There are widespread ideas about 

8 



the magical and emotional causations of illness. In 

particular, naive ideas concerning soul loss occasioned by 

fright, spirit Intrusion, object intrusion, and breach of 

taboo have continued to play a significant role in illness 

theory."^' "Furthermore, there is the *hot' and *cold' 

theory of disease that is derived form the Hippocratic theory 

of pathology. A disproportion of hot and cold body essences 

is said to be reflected by illness."'® 

Mexican Americans are not ignorant of scientific 

analysis of disease. They include them also in their belief 

system. However, the treatment of folk disease differs from 

that of the scientifically-defined disease. A medical 

doctor, when available, is used for the scientific disorders. 

For the folk disorders, a lay healer, known as a curandero, 

20 Is often used. This basic theory of disease and treatment 

Illustrates the difference in the Mexican-American health 

belief system and can be used to explain some of their 

attitudes about health care. 

Even though a distinction is made between folk and 

scientific diseases, this health belief system produces 

attitudes that hinder the effectiveness of scientific 

medicine. One such attitude Is that sickness always requires 

a symptom. "A folk orientation requires the presence of 

symptoms to diagnose illness, whereas this Is not necessarily 

the case for biomedicine. A person who manifests no 

debilitating symptoms is generally regarded by the Mexican-



Americans as healthy, despite the fact that the diagnostic 

test of biomedicine may disclose serious pathology (for 

example, carcinoma, tuberculosis, or heart disease)."^^ 

Therefore, It Is Important that the Mexican-American patient 

has an understanding of his illness. 

Another attitude produced by this health belief system 

is that doctors should interact with the entire family rather 

than an Individual patient. "When an individual Mexican-

American patient is asked to make an on-the-spot medical 

decision on his own Initiative, he is placed in an 

embarrassing and impossible situation." Therefore, the 

Mexican-American patient must be treated as one member of a 

larger group; his family. 

Finally, another attitude that Mexican-Americans have 

about health care is the belief that charging for this 

service is Inappropriate. They have very negative feelings 

about a fee-foi—service practice. There is a "widely-held 

supposition that physicians on one hand practice medicine to 

enrich themselves at the expense of their patients, whereas 

23 
on the contrary, lay healers practice 'to help people'." 

This Idea is reinforced by clinics that "relate to patients 

in an authoritarian or impersonal manner." Therefore, it 

is important that the Mexican-American patient perceives his 

health care as a service and not as a business. 

10 



When health care is not responsive to these attitudes, 

it becomes culturally inappropriate for Mexican-Americans. 

This culturally inapproprlateness has adverse effects on the 

quality of life for these people. Each one of the above-

mentioned attitudes has some type of negative response to 

this culturally Insensit 1vity. 

In the case of the attitude that sickness always 

requires a symptom, the lack of explanation about an illness 

might cause the patient to neglect his follow-up treatment. 

For example, a tuberculosis patient might forgo essential 

treatment after the initial effects of the disease have 

passed. Unless, a doctor takes the time and effort to explain 

25 the cause and effect of the condition. This situation 

would have harmful implications for those patients who are 

experiencing an illness with a dormant stage. 

Interacting with the patient only as an individual 

might cause the patient to be unresponsive to the doctor's 

medical advice- Ignoring the importance of the family "not 

only causes increased patient anxiety, but also may result in 

a refusal to undergo treatment."^^ This situation would have 

seriously harmful effects on those patients who actually need 

some sort of medical treatment. 

Finally, the culturally 1napproprlateness of charging 

for medical services and relating to the patient in an 

authoritarian manner might cause the patient to avoid the 

facility all together. "They reason that if the curer has no 

1 I 



Interest In his patients, he may not really try to help them; 

he must be practicing medicine for only one reason - to make 

27 money." This perception of the facility being a business 

would discourage patients from going to the doctor at all, 

which would obviously have harmful effects on the health of 

several Mexican-American patients. 

When developing the activity analysis, these attitudes 

of the Mexican-American patient will become the "person" 

element in the environmental triad of person, place, and 

activity. Each of these beliefs will require a unique 

"place" so that the "activity" of quality health care can 

occur. 

12 



THE ARNETT-BENSON NEIGHBORHOOD 

The Arnett-Benson neighborhood, like other minority 

neighborhoods in Lubbock, is a result of racial segregation. 

Since the early I900's Mexican-Americans, along with Blacks, 

have been Isolated to certain parts of the city. In 1923 an 

ordinance was passed that dictated where minorities could and 

28 could not live. "Since this area is generally the least 

desirable residential neighborhoods in the city, running 

along the railroad tracks and adjacent to warehouses, living 

conditions are not desirable."^^ Although the segregation 

laws no longer exist, the Arnett-Benson neighborhood still 

retains many characteristics of racial isolation. 

The geographical boundaries of the neighborhood are the 

Clovis highway and AT & SF Railway on the North, University 

Avenue on the East, Fourth Street on the South, and Indiana 

Avenue on the West, as illustrated on the map below. 

Map of Arnett-Benson Neighborhood 30 
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It is approximately one square mile in size.^' Contained 

within this small area Is 22.2 percent (7,293 persons) of the 

total Mexican-American population of Lubbock (32,791 

persons). 32 Because such a large percentage of the Mexican-

American population can be served in such a small area, this 

neighborhood Is a prime location for this project. 

There are many important demographica1 features about 

the neighborhood. In the first place, the total population 

of the neighborhood is 9,377. Of this number, seventy-eight 

percent (7,293 persons) are Mexican-American. This is the 

most concentrated group of Mexican-Americans in Lubbock.^^ 

Similar to the description of Mexican-Americans given by 

Harwood in his book on ethnic medicine, the population of 

this neighborhood has a low median age, and a high fertility 

34 rate. This is illustrated by the population tree and the 

ferti1ity chart given below. 
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Both of these graphs indicate that maternal and infant health 

care and pediatrics will be important services for the 

community. 

The next important factor is the income and poverty 

levels of the neighborhood. As would be expected, the per 

capita income Is very low compared to the city-wide average, 

as shown in the graphics below. 
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These Illustrations Indicate that there is a need for general 

health care also, because of the diseases associated with 

Insufficient economic resources. "Many diseases found among 

Mexican-Americans are associated with poverty. Bacterial 

and parasitic diseases and tuberculosis, for example, are 

related to overcrowding, inadequate housing, lack of pure 

39 water, and poor nutrition." 

The final important factor of the demographics is the 

education and communication level of the people. Of the 

entire neighborhood, 16.2 percent can not speak English well 

or at all, but 90 percent speak Spanish at home. This is 

understandable when 5.8 percent of the residents are foreign 

born.^ Also, the education level is very low. Only 32.7 

percent of the people twenty-five years and older are high 

school graduates. "̂ ^ As stated earlier, low education levels 

often hamper medical treatment. 
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The health Issues for this neighborhood are likely to 

be similar to those of other Mexican-Americans in Texas. The 

table below shows that health issues for this culture are 

different from those of Anglos. 

Anglos, Mexican-Americans, 
crude death rale standardized death rate 

Cause of death 

Al l causes 
Infective and parasitic divcascs 
Neoplasms, total 

Trachea, bronchus, lungs 
Large inlCNlinc. recluni 
Other iJigcstive sites 
Lynriphatic and hematopoietic 
Prostate 
Breast 
Ovary 
Cervix uteri 

Diabetes mcllitus 
Al l circulatory diseases 

Hypertension 
Ischemic heart disease 
Diseases of the arteries 
Cerebrovascular disease 
Other heart diseases 
Other circulatory diseases 

Influenza and pneumonia 
Other respiratory diseases 
Digestive diseases, total 
Congenital anomalies 
Perinatal mortality 
Accidents 

Males 

991.86 
8.59 

174.41-
58.44 
17.12 
17.17 
18.97 
15.86 

— 
— 
— 

11.84 
501.80 

7.58 
332.19 
27.25 
88.69 
34.98 
11.11 
29.90 
39.67 
35.89 
8.74 

22.25 
108.59 

Females 

728.36 
6.28 

I.U.97 
l.VOO 
18.62 
13.24 
14.48 

— 
24.47 
9.40 
5.38 

16.24 
395.77 

9.08 
217.23 

26.73 
107.68 
24.42 
10.69 
25.63 
13.12 
27.51 
7.47 

14.07 
47.64 

Males 

995.01 
26.87 

143.72 
33.83 
10.39 
24.52 
13.71 
11.38 

— 
— 
— 

27.96 
472.70 

8.37 
256.78 

24.41 
88.97 
38.42 
9.75 

36.87 
22.75 
53.03 
10.76 
27.81 

143.26 

Females 

862.80 
18.70 

147.73 
14.12 
9.58 

26.02 
10.27 

— 
19.53 
9.18 

12.59 
52,95 

407.62 
13.31 

224.99 
27.51 
99.87 
31.00 
10.94 
36.85 
14.08 
41.52 

8.02 
18.21 
37.63 

43 Cause-Specific Death Rates 
(deaths per 100,000 people, 1969-1971) 

The higher rate of digestive illnesses, diabetes, and 

parasitic diseases are possibly caused by the 

misinterpretation of folk symptoms.'^^ Also, these disorders 

are probably a product of economic limitations as stated 

earlier. However, the important health Issue to be noticed 

from this Information Is the need for health education. 

Getting the patient to better recognize symptoms, and better 

understand how environment impacts health is a primary health 

concern for this neighborhood. 

17 



Another Important health concern is maternal and child 

care. It is already shown that a high fertility rate exist 

in this neighborhood. "Furthermore, studies have shown that 

women who fail to receive prenatal care are at a greater 

health risk than those who have adequate care. Also, Spanish 

surname women are likely to be In the economic groups which 

do not receive appropriate prenatal care." This is true 

for the Arnett-Benson neighborhood, and the entire South 

Plains of Texas, as indicated in the graph below. 

I4-.7 M E X I C A N -
' AM&Jt\CA.N 

AM&UO 
'^.S 

Infant Mortality for The South Plains 
(deaths per 1,000 live births) 

46 

The important health issue to be realized from this 

information is the need for maternity services. Getting 

pregnant women to come in for check-ups is also a primary 

health concern. 
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SUMMARY 

Social importance - Good health is essential for 

Improving the quality of life for everyone. Therefore, 

indigent health care should be available to the people of the 

Arnett-Benson neighborhood. It is important to remember that 

responsible health care should minister to the physical and 

social needs of the people. Finally, it is necessary to 

recognize that economic and education levels of the patients 

have major impacts on how well health care is received. 

Cultural importance - To respond to the cultural 

attitudes of the Mexican-American community, there are three 

values which need to be addressed. The patient must receive 

an explanation of his Illness so that he can understand how 

It affects him. The patient must be treated as a member of 

his family, not as an individual. Finally, the patient must 

perceive the health care experience as a service, not as a 

business. 

Physical importance - It is important to understand 

that the Arnett-Benson neighborhood has a history of being a 

racially-segregated part of the city. It is geographically 

distinct. Its people suffer from economic repression due to 

high numbers of dependents (primarily children), and low 

education levels. Finally. the primary health concerns of 

this neighborhood are health education, and maternal care. 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 



INTRODUCTION 

This section describes, in a systematic manner, the 

activities of the users. This is done by looking at the 

behavior cycle of the three primary groups; family/patient, 

doctor, and personnel. For each of these groups, a number of 

primary activities will be examined. Every primary activity 

will Include a list of secondary activities, a group of 

conflicts, and a set of performance criteria. This analysis 

will then become the basis for determining the spatial 

relationships of the project. 

In determining these relationships, it is important to 

respond to the cultural background of the Mexican-American 

patient. To achieve this responsiveness, three spatial 

qualities will be emphasized; an educational quality, a 

family oriented quality, and a personal service quality. 

These are the "place" requirements of the environmental 

setting triad that address the stress satisfaction of the 

Mexican-American "person" in order to achieve the "activity" 

of quality health care. 
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PATIENT/FAMILY 

"The Mexican-American kinship structure serves as a 

protective support system from which a person can expect 

cooperation and assistance in times of stress. In this role, 

the family is pre-eminent In the initial diagnosis and 

treatment of illness, and significantly mediates all 

subsequent outside efforts at therapy and rehabilitation." 

From this value comes the concept of the patient/family user 

group. During this time of stress, it is likely that a 

patient will have a strong support group. 

This user group will experience many different spaces. 

Each one of these spaces should, in some way, help create an 

environmental setting that responds to the patient's needs. 

Therefore, the actions of this group must be examined. This 

examination will categorize these actions into four primary 

activities; admittance, consultation with the doctor, 

healing, and departure. 
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Primary Activity: 

-admittance 

Secondary Activity: 

-giving Information to personnel 

-wa i 11ng 

-personal hygiene 

-conversation between family members 

Conf1 lets: 

-having to admit a new patient without creating 

apprehension about a strange or unfamiliar 

env i ronment 

-having the receptionist interview the patient 

without posing as an authoritative figure 

-having a social interaction among the family 

members without disrupting other facility users 

Performance Criteria; 

-provide architectural symbols found in the 

neighborhood so that the users will be exposed to 

familiar elements 

-provide a friendly encounter through limited use 

of physical barriers between the receptionist and 

the entering patient 

-provide a "congenial atmosphere through the use 

of planting and natural light" in the waiting 

3 room 
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Primary Activity: 

-consultation with doctor 

Secondary Activity; 

-social Interaction with the doctor 

-discussion of Illness 

-education of patient and family 

Conf1 lets: 

-having to create a domestic atmosphere where 

relaxed social conversation can take place. yet 

still retain the medical context 

-having a sufficient number of visits without 

causing the patient and family to feel rushed^ 

-having the patient learn about his physical 

condition without making him indignant because of 

his different concepts about health care 

Performance Criteria; 

-provide non-clinical furnishings arranged in a 

manner that promotes conversation 

-provide visual and auditory privacy so that the 

conf i dent i a 11ty of the pat i ent rema i ns i ntact 

-provide access to examination area and waiting 

area so that consultation time can be maximized 

-provide visual medical education equipment, such 

as charts and models, so that the doctor can have 

a better opportunity to explain the cause and 
a 

effect of the patient's physical condition 
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Primary Activity: 

-healIng 

Secondary Activity: 

-examination of patient 

-treatment of the patient 

Conf1 lets; 

-having the patient prepare for examination 

without breaking-down the barriers of modesty^ 

-having the examination of the patient performed 

without losing family contact so that approval of 

treatment may be obtained̂ *"* 

-having the patient and family convinced that the 

treatment i s thorough ̂  ̂  

Performance Criteria: 

-provide access to both male and female staff so 

that the patient can be examined by a doctor of 

12 the same sex 

-provide adjacency to consultation room with 

visual privacy, but auditory access 

-provide Immediate access to prescription 

medication so that the doctor can directly 

administer the drugs 
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Primary Activity: 

-departure 

Secondary Activity; 

-giving information to the personnel 

-exiting the building 

Conf1 lets: 

-having the outgoing patient not Interfere with 

the admittance of an incoming patient*"^ 

-having the patient remember the visit as a 

positive experience 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide separate contact areas with the personnel 

for both incoming and outgoing patients 

-provide a visually dramatic exitway 
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DOCTOR 

It is important to remember that "when persons of 

widely dissimilar cultural or subcultural orientations are 

brought together in a therapeutic relationship, the 

probability of a mutually satisfactory outcome may be 

maximized if the healers are willing and able to modify 

elements of their medicine so as to make them fit the 

expectations of the laymen with whom they are working. "^^ 

These modifications can be achieved by changing the 

environmental setting. 

This user group will primarily be in contact with the 

pat lent/family user group. Even though these spaces must 

respond to the needs of the patient, they also should allow 

the doctor to adequately perform his professional tasks. 

These tasks will be grouped into four primary activities; 

contact with personnel, personal care, consultation with 

patient, and healing. 
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Primary Activity: 

-contact with personnel 

Secondary Activity: 

-receiving primary information about the patient 

-checking on appointments 

-discussing the patients status 

Conf1 lets; 

-having the doctor exchange private information 

about the patient with the personnel without 

break 1ng conf1 dent 1 a 11ty ̂  ̂  

-having the doctor talk to personnel without 

losing contact w1th the pat 1ent 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide an acoustically Isolated space where the 

doctor and the personnel can discuss business 

-provide visual access between the patient waiting 

area and the space where the doctor and the 

personnel confer 
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Primary Activity; 

-personal care 

Secondary Activity: 

-relaxation break 

-personal phone calls 

-personal hygiene 

-reading 

-conversation 

Conf1 lets: 

-having to create an environment that allows both 

social interaction, and privacy 

-having to provide a space that allows for social 

conversation without disrupting other users of the 

fac i1i ty 

-having to produce an atmosphere where relaxed 

social conversation can take place, yet still 

remain in the context of a professional 

environment 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide both isolated and open spaces to allow 

for different degrees of social interaction 

-provide acoustic isolation from the remainder of 

the buiIdlng 

-provide large comfortable furnishings and access 
I g 

to amenities 
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Primary Activity; 

-consultation with patient 

Secondary Activity: 

-social interaction with patient and family 

-understanding the family relationships 

-discussion of illness 

-education of patient and family 

Conf1 lets; 

-having to produce an environment where the doctor 

Is a friend rather than an authoritarian^^ 

-having to educate the patient about his illness 

without offending him due to his lack of formal 

education 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide non-clinical furnishings arranged in a 

21 manner that promotes conversation 

-provide visual medical education equipment, such 

as charts and models, so that the doctor can have 

a better opportunity to explain the cause and 

27 
effect of the patient's physical condition 
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Primary Activity: 

-healing 

Secondary Activity: 

-examination of patient 

-treatment of patient 

Conf1 lets; 

-having to provide an environment where the doctor 

can have access to the patient's exposed body 

without destroying the patient's dignitŷ -̂  

-having the doctor interact with the family while 

treating the patient^^ 

-having to provide the means for the doctor to 

convince the patient that his treatment is 

25 adequate 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide screening and draping of the patient to 

26 allow for privacy 

-provide adjacency to consultation room with 

visual privacy, but auditory access 

-provide Immediate access to prescription 

medication so that the doctor can directly 

administer the drugs 
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Personnel 

Personnel describes the support group of the physician. 

These people are vital elements in the health care facility-

It is important to realize that the occupational requirements 

of a doctor's assistant includes a diverse range of 

27 activities. Therefore, the spaces provided for this user 

group must allow for this flexible range of tasks, while 

addressing the psychological needs of the employees. These 

tasks will be categorized into five primary activities; 

receiving patients, contact with doctor, personal care, and 

medical support. 
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Primary Activity: 

-receiving patients 

Secondary Activity; 

-taking information from patient 

-Informing the patient of the amenities 

-leading the patient to consultation with the 

doctor 

Conf1 lets; 

-having the receptionist control both the entrance 

2R 

and waiting area 

-having the receptionist interact with the patient 

i n an open and fr i end 1y manner 

Performance Criteria; 

- provide adjacency between the reception and 

waiting areas 

-avoid the use of physical barriers between the 

receptionist and the patient 
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Primary Activity; 

-contact with doctor 

Secondary Activity; 

-giving primary Information to doctor about the 

pat 1ent 

-informing the doctor of appointments 

-discussing the status of the patient 

Conf1 lets; 

-having to create an environment where discussion 

of the patient's status can occur without breaking 

confidentiality 

-having to create an environment where interaction 

with the doctor and the receptionist can occur 

without causing unnecessary travel time 

Performance Criteria; 

-prov i de acoust1c 1 so1 at i on from the rema i nder of 

the bui1 ding 

-provide adjacency between the medical spaces and 

the publ\c spaces 
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Primary Activity: 

-personal care 

Secondary Activities; 

-relaxation break 

-personal phone calls 

-personal hygiene 

-reading 

-conversat 1 on 

Conf1 lets; 

-having to create an environment that allows both 

social interaction, and privacy 

-having to provide a space for social conversation 

without disrupting other users of the facility 

-having to produce an atmosphere where relaxed 

social conversation can take place, yet still 

remain in the context of a professional 

environment 

Performance Criteria; 

-provide both Isolated and open spaces to allow 

for different degrees of social interaction 

-provide acoustic isolation from the remainder of 

the buiIding 

-provide large comfortable furnishings and access 

32 to amenities 
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Primary Activity: 

-adm1n1strat i on 

Secondary Activity: 

-f11ing 

-phon i ng 

-typing 

Conf1 lets: 

-having the office workers function without 

imposing excessive noise on the patients 

-having to create an environment that allows 

private and group interaction 

Performance Criteria; 

-provide acoustic isolation from the public areas 

-provide sufficient sound masking so that private 

conversation can be achieved when desired 
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Primary Activity: 

-med i ca1 s upport 

Secondary Activity: 

-taking X-rays 

-developing X-rays 

-testing specimens 

-preparing prescriptions 

Conf1i cts: 

-having to X-ray the patient without causing him 

to feel separated from his family 

-having to perform tests and still having contact 

with the doctor 

Performance Criteria: 

-provide adjacency between medical spaces and X-

ray equ i pment room 

-provide adjacency between medical spaces and 

laboratory space 
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SUMMARY 

After understanding the environmental requirements of 

the facility, the various activities can be classified into 

four different types of spaces; public/administrative, 

medical, private/utility, and medical support. The physical 

requirements of these spaces will be given in the "Space 

Summary", and the "Detailed Space List". For now, the 

environmental requirements of the facility can be used to 

develop a schematic relationship between these different 

spaces. Given below is the summation of the activity 

analysis in the form of a relationship diagram. This diagram 

illustrates how these spaces should be arranged so that user 

satisfaction is achieved. 

^ BAi5.fi I e.ii 
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SITE ANALYSIS 



Introduction 

This section discusses the information that describes 

the specific conditions of the site. These conditions 

consist of both man-made and natural elements. The 

Information will be organized into three categories; Urban 

Context, Climatic Data, and Engineering Considerations. An 

exploration of these categories will produce the data needed 

to understand the analysis of the site. 

The first category. Urban Context, will describe the 

man-made environment which surrounds the site. This will 

include a summary of the land-use patterns in the 

neighborhood, an explanation of the zoning situation, a 

discussion of transportation and access to the site, and a 

description of the architectural character of the adjacent 

structures. An understanding of the urban context that 

contains the site, is needed to produce a fit between the 

proposed project and the existing conditions. 

The next category. Climatic Data, will cover the basic 

issues of how the weather effects the site. This will entail 

a discussion of several topics. Temperature range, solar 

data, rainfall, and wind characteristics will all be examined 

In this section. A knowledge of this data will allow the 

program to be responsive to the Issues of human comfort, and 

energy conservation. 
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The final category in this section. Engineering 

Considerations, will be an examination of the physical 

constraints of the project; topography, soil conditions, and 

existing utilities. Through analysis of the Engineering 

Considerations, along with the other site information, the 

program attempts to lessen the environmental impact of the 

project. 
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Urban Context 

The general land-use pattern in the Arnett Benson 

neighborhood is primarily detached residential which is zoned 

Rl. Of the 2887 housing units, 68 percent (1970) are single 

family detached. Supplied to this community are two parks, 

three elementary schools, one Junior high, and seven 

churches. There are commercial structures on the North and 

East edges of the neighborhood, along with a few convenience 

stores located throughout, but it is generally a family 

oriented area. 

The specific site, like most of the neighborhood, is 

zoned residential. This means that a zoning request will 

have to be made in order to build the project. Since the 

facility will need to be residential in scale, and it will 

take on the nature of a service organization, this zoning 

change should be acceptable to the city. 

The actual location of the site is on Boston Avenue 

between Auburn and Amherst Street, as shown on the map below. 

M, Bo^r^H AVE-. 

1 ^ 

IV M 

lAlAl 

Map o f Si r 

1 ^ 

isl 
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The access to the site will be appropriate for low Income 

patients. Since the scope of the project Is a neighborhood 

clinic, and the location of the site is approximately In the 

center of the neighborhood, several patrons may access the 

site as pedestrians. This may be advantageous, because 

forty-nine percent of the families in the area have only one 

car, and six percent have no vehicle at al1. Also, for 

those who may come from other neighborhoods, the bus route is 

adjacent to the site, as shown in the Cltibus map below. 

Citlbus Route Map 
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Finally, with the benefit of a park next to the site, those 

patients who do arrive by way of vehicle access have 

opportunity to experience a "nature relief" If the parking Is 

located properly. This Is shown In the schematic site plan 

given below. 

i 
%^^E.PEUT\AL 

^eiPeNTIAO-

VIE-W^ T<^ f^A&lC pUeTM(s> APFfiiOAC+1 [M( 
ki. :^c2.'=^r^Kt _ AVE. 

Schematic Site Layout 

To fully understand the Urban Context, It Is Important 

to be familiar with the surrounding architectural character. 

There are three notable traits that can be observed In these 

architectural examples; the need for Individuality. the 

display of territoriality, and the use of religious symbols. 

The photographs below give evidence to these points. 

Relating to these Issues of this Urban Context will enable 

the project to fit with the existing architecture in a 

positive way. 
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C11mat 1c Data 

Even though Lubbock is classified as a mild climate, a 

comparison between its normal monthly averages and its record 

extremes shows that it can be a very hot and very cold 

environment. This can be seen in the graph below. 
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Normal Monthly Average and Extreme Temperatures 

This wide variation in temperature Illustrates the fact that 

the environmental control system of the facility must have a 

fairly wide range of operation. 
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An even more Informative piece of data is revealed in 

the graph below which depicts the normal dally variations for 

the month. This Information Is extremely relevant with 

respect to the environmental control system of the fad 1Ity-

It shows that the system must respond quickly to temperature 

fluctuations In order to be energy efficient. 

Furthermore, this Indicates that a great deal of heat 

exchange occurs on a dally basis. Therefore, It should be 

cost efficient to capture the cool thermal mass of the night 

to use for cooling during the day, and to capture the warm 

thermal mass of the day to use for heating during the night. 
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Another Important part of the climatic data Is the 

amount of solar radiation received by the facility. The 

graph below shows the average dally total for a given month. 
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Average Dally Solar Radiation for Lubbock 

This Illustration, along with the fact that Lubbock has a 

possible sunshine rating of seventy-four percent annually, 

shows that a considerable amount of solar heat gain will 

enter through unprotected glazing.^° This implies that 

protected glazing is needed during the summer and unprotected 

glazing can be used effectively for heating during the 

winter. 
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Another Important climatic element Is precipitation. 

Lubbock receives only 18.31 Inches of rain a year. However, 

much of It can occur over a short period of time, as shown In 

the graph below.^^ 
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Average Rainfall for Lubbock 12 

This Indicates that flooding Is a possibility. Therefore, 

positive drainage Is needed for the building and the site. 

The final Important factor In the climatic data is the 

wind velocity and direction. The direction is fairly 

consistent, varying from the southwest in the spring to the 

south m the summer.'^ The velocity on the other hand is a 

great deal more inconsistent. As seen below, the average 

wind velocities seem rather gentle, but the extremes are much 

more hostile. 
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This means that entry ways should not be exposed to the open 

south or southwest. Also, some types of wind breaks, such as 

a row of trees, should be given some consideration. 

Addressing these Issues of the Climatic Data will produce a 

project that is responsive to the forces of nature, which In 

turn, will create a built environment that provides for human 

comfort in an energy efficient way. 
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Engineering Considerations 

The topographical conditions of the site pose no 

problems for construction of the facility. Since the 

neighborhood Is located in the old part of Lubbock, the city 

planning department does not have a plat map of the site. 

However, the Sol 1 Survey of Lubbock County Indicates that 

this area has a slope of zero to two percent.^^ Drainage for 

this type of surface is no problem. "The hazard of water 

erosion is slight."^^ The topography of this site is 

suitable for building. 

The type of soil found on the site Is a reddish brown 

fine sandy loam about fourteen Inches thick. Below that, 

is about a three foot thick layer of reddish brown sandy 

clay- Beyond that, to the depth of about seven feet, is a 

18 layer of pink sandy clay loam. This soil has a low 

strength for streets and roads, but has a high potential for 

most urban use.^^ Because the bearing stress caused by a 

structure this size is small, the soil conditions of this 

site are suitable for building. 

Since this Is a residential neighborhood, all of the 

necessary utilities are readily available. The electricity 

is supplied by a local power company- The water and sewerage 

are supplied by the city. The soil Is mildly alkaline and 

holds little threat of corrosion to the underground 

^^1^jtles.^° With these positive conditions, the utilities 

will present no restrictions for construction. 
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SUMMARY 

The site provides a suitable location for the 

construction of this facility. However, the issues discussed 

in each of the three categories must be addressed. The 

building must fit Into the urban context which surrounds the 

site. The building must respond to the climatic issues of 

temperature fluctuation, solar radiation, wind direction, and 

rain water drainage. Finally, the building should benefit 

from the good soil conditions by requiring limited excavation 

for construction. If each of these issues is addressed 

properly, then a successful fit between the proposed facility 

and the existing conditions will be achieved. 
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SPACE SUMMARY 



INTRODUCTION 

This section Is a description of the spaces In the 

facility broken down Into four different categories; 

publle/admlnlstratlve, medical, private/utility, and medical 

support. To determine the area needed for each space. It is 

Important to understand the size of the user group and how it 

Impacts the occupancy of the building. Therefore, the first 

part of this section will determine the number of patients 

which will use the facility at any one time. Following this 

will be the general description of each type of space. From 

this Information, a summary of spaces will be derived that 

can be used to estimate the construction cost of the project. 
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USER GROUP 

In understanding how the users will occupy the 

facility. It Is appropriate to look at examples of operating 

clinics. The chart below compares certain statistics of the 

Muscatine Health Center to the proposed facility. 

Muscatine Health Center Centro de Salud 

service pop. 40,000 

visits/month^ 3,500 

7. of service pop. 8.75 

number of doctors 10 

visit to doctor ratio 12/day 

Note: This number is larger that the actual neighborhood, 

because It Is adjusted to include other Mexican-American 

communities which might come from surrounding neighborhoods. 

The number of visits as a percentage of service 

population is kept constant in both cases. This allows the 

number of visits to be predicted for the proposed facility. 

After this is determined, an appropriate visit to doctor 

ratio will determine the number of doctors needed for the 

facility. The visit to doctor ratio Is lower for the 

proposed facility because of the extra consultation time 

required for this group of patients. From this data, square 

footages for each category will be assigned. 
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PUBLIC/ADMINISTRATIVE SPACES 

The public/administrative spaces will be the setting 

for Initial contact between the patients and personnel. 

Accessible to this space should be such amenities as public 

toilets, public telephone, and drinking fountains. Listed 

below are the spaces to be Included. 

Space Sq. Ft. 

Publ1c 

recept i on 400 

waiting 200^ 

Admin I strative 

business office 140 
Q 

med I ca 1 supp 1 y storage 200 
9 

office supply storage 200 

Net 1140 

Gross to Net x 150%*° 

Gross 1710 
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MEDICAL SPACES 

The medical spaces are the setting for the contact 

between the patient and doctor. It is important to remember 

that the patient may be accompanied by a support group as 

mentioned earlier. Therefore, the connection between these 

spaces Is very important and should not limit this function. 

Listed below are the spaces to be Included. 

Space Sq. Ft. 

Med Ica1 

exam 3 @ 80 240 ̂  * 

treatment/surgical 3 @ 120 360^^ 

urine specimen toilet 3 @ 30 90 

consultation 3 @ 180 540^"^ 

Net 1230 

15 
Gross to Net x 1717. 

Gross 2103 
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PRIVATE/UTILITY SPACES 

The private spaces are the setting for contact between 

doctors and personnel. This space should provide the 

amenities for the staff, such as toilets, private phone, and 

lounge space. Also, the utility spaces are the spaces needed 

to maintain the facility. Listed below are the spaces to be 

Included. 

Space Sq. Ft. 

Pr1vate 

break room 500 

coat c 1 oset 6 * ' 

Uti1Ity 

so 1 1 ed ho 1 d 1 ng 50 

r>^ 18 
Jan 1 tors c 1 oset 36 

Net 592 

Gross to Net x 125%'^ 

Gross 740 
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MEDICAL SUPPORT SPACES 

The medical support facilities are the other basic 

services of primary health care, usually referred to as 

diagnostic services. Since one of the main ideas of this 

facility Is to provide health care for the Mexican — Americans 

which Is an alternative to the predominant health care 

system. It Is Important not to defeat this Idea by forcing 

the patient to go back to the old system for pharmaceutical 

and laboratory services. Therefore, these services will be 

provided on the site. Listed below are the spaces to be 

Inc1uded. 

Space Sq. Ft. 

Med Ica1 Support 

pharmacy 250 

spec I men 1 ab ^ ̂'-' 

16521 
X-ray 

X-ray darkroom 

Net 743 

8822 

Gross to Net x 1717.2^ 

Gross 1271 
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SUMMARY 

The table below Is a listing of each type of space in 

the facility, along with its gross square footage. The grand 

total Is the gross square footage of the entire building. 

These numbers will be used to determine the building cost of 

the project. 

Space Sq. Ft. 

Publ Ic/Administratlve 1710 

Medical 2103 

Pr I vate/Ut n ity 740 

Medical Support 1271 

Grand Total 5824 
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SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 



INTRODUCTION 

This section describes the components that make up the 

facility. These components are defined by six systems; 

structural, building envelope, interior space enclosure, 

lighting and electrical, plumbing sewage and sanitation, and 

mechanical. Each one of these systems will be examined in 

terms of their performance criteria. 

Besides the specific standards for each system, there 

are two general standards that apply to the entire facility. 

First, to allow for future expansion. Type I construction 

should be used so that square footage requirements will not 

be a limiting factor. Finally, every system in the facility 

must allow for handicapped access of patients as well as 

staff. The general standards as well as the specific 

standards for each system must be achieved to assure a 

successful project. 
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STRUCTURAL 

All structural systems must comply with state and local 

codes. "Every portion of the building shall be designed and 

constructed to sustain all dead and live loads in accordance 

with accepted engineering practices and standards.""^ These 

standards should correspond to the Uniform BuI 1dIng Code. It 

Is also Important to give special consideration to 

concentrated loads associated with X-ray equipment and 

storage files. The uniform loading and concentrated loading 

for each building type is given below. 

Building Type Uniform Load Concentrated Load 

office^ 50psf 2000psf 

medical^ 40psf lOOOpsf 

laboratory 60psf 2000psf 

The structural system to be selected can be of any 

material. However, It must be durable, and cost effective. 

It must not restrict the performance of other systems. Also, 

It must be appropriate to the architectural forms required by 

the context of the surrounding environment. 
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BUILDING ENVELOPE 

The building envelope needs to address three areas of 

concern; environmental control, durability, and architectural 

character. Also, It must be designed and constructed In 

compliance with state and local codes. 

In order to prevent costly utility bills, the building 

envelope must assist In the process of environmental control. 

This means that It must Inhibit Infiltration of outside air.® 

Also, the building envelope must respond, in an appropriate 

way, to the issues of solar gain and thermal mass.^ 

Resolving these issues will reduce the operating cost of the 

mechanical system. 

In order to reduce expensive repair bills, the building 

envelope must be durable. Furthermore, the climatic Impacts 

such as wind, rain, and radiation, must be considered in 

order to prevent extensive maintenance. 

Finally, In order to fit Into the neighborhood image, 

the architectural character of the building must be congruent 

with the surrounding urban context. This will allow the 

residents of the neighborhood to more readily accept the 

bu i1d i ng. 

This system must also be cost effective, and it must 

not restrict the performance of other systems. 
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INTERIOR SPACE ENCLOSURE 

All interior space enclosure systems must be designed 

and constructed In compliance with state and local codes. 

Primarily, the Interior space enclosure systems will be built 

partitions. However, In areas where privacy is not a 

governing factor, other more natural elements, such as 

planting materials, can be used. 

"The design of the facility shall provide for the 

privacy and dignity of the patient during interview, 

examination, and treatment".^° Therefore, partitions used to 

isolate medical spaces must have a STC rating of at least 

42.1» 

If sidelights or borrowed lights are to be used, then 

the glazing. If It extends down within 18 Inches of the 

floor, must be resistant to breaking. Also, If breaking 

should occur, the type of glazing used must not create 

12 dangerous cutting edges when broken. 

Finally, the enclosure of the radiology equipment must 

provide radiation protection from X-rays and gamma rays by 

conforming to the standards of the NCRP Reports Nos. 33 and 

49. >3 

This system must also be cost effective and It must not 

restrict the performance of other systems. 
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LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL 

All design and construction of lighting and electrical 

systems must comply with the state and local codes. Service 

shall be provided by a local utility company. System voltage 

will be 120/208V. 3-phase 4-wire to allow connection of the 

lab equipment. 

Each examination room requires access to "at least one 

sufficiently grounded duplex outlet.^^ Furthermore, one such 

duplex receptacle shall be provided for each task which 

requires the use of one.*^ 

"Lighting shall be provided in all spaces within the 

facility occupied by people, machinery and equipment, and to 

outside entryways. Also, an examination light shall be 

provided for each examination and treatment room." Natural 

lighting should be used in public areas to allow for outside 

views and reduce lighting costs. Also, because the facility 

Is over 1000 square feet, emergency lighting Is required. 

This system must also be cost effective, and it must 

not restrict the performance of other systems. 
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PLUMBING SEWAGE AND SANITATION 

The design and construction of all plumbing and 

drainage systems must comply with the state and local codes. 

Water will be supplied by the city water supply, and all 

sewage and liquid wastes must be disposed Into the city 

sewerage system. 

The water supply system must deliver sufficient 

pressure to operate all fixtures during a maximum period of 

demand. 

"A lavatory or sink equipped for hand washing must be 

provided to each examination room." The water temperature 

delivered to these lavatories must not exceed 120°F.2° 

Finally, the waiting area and staff lounge must be 

21 provided with toilets, and drinking fountains. 

This system must also be cost effective, and must not 

restrict the performance of other systems. 
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MECHANICAL 

All mechanical systems must be designed and installed 

in compliance with state and local codes. 

"The minimum indoor winter temperature of 75°F shall be 

used for all patient occupied areas."22 Ventilation should 

occur in examination and treatment areas so that "not less 

than two changes of outside air per hour is provided. "^3 ip 

the office space, six to twenty air changes per hour should 

occur. 

Laboratory hoods must comply with the following 

standards. 

-Have an average fan velocity of not less than 75 

feet per minute 

-Be connected to an exhaust system which is 

separate from the building exhaust system 

-Have an exhaust fan located at the discharge end 

of the system 

-Have an exhaust duct system of noncombustibie, 

corrosion-resistant material as needed to meet 

25 the planned usage of the hood 

Finally, the ducts of the mechanical system must not 

penetrate the X-ray radiation protect ion.^^ This system must 

also be cost effective, and it must not restrict the 

performance of the other systems. 
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COST ANALYSIS 



INTRODUCTION 

This section provides the cost analysis of the project. 

It will be described in two parts; the building cost, and the 

total project cost. The primary funding of this project 

likely will be through government grants and allocations. 

Therefore, this section will be Important, In that government 

decisions will be based on its credibility and accuracy. 
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BUILDING COST 

The building cost will be broken down Into three 

different building types; office space, medical space, and 

laboratory space. Each of the four categories listed in the 

space summary will fit Into one of these building types. For 

each building type, the unit cost will be dollars per gross 

square foot. From these numbers, the adjustment for time and 

location will be applied to the cost of the entire building. 

Listed below Is the cost for each building type. 

Office Space Gross Sq. Ft. 

Publ ic/Admlnlstratlve 1710 

Pr I vate/Ut I 1 Ity 740 

Total Gross 2450 

Median Cost/GSF $52.75^ 

Cost $129,164 

Medical Space Gross Sq. Ft. 

Medical 2103 

Total Gross 2103 

2 
Median Cost/GSF $66.65 

Cost $140,165 

Laboratory Space Gross Sq. Ft. 

Med I ca 1 Support 1271 

Total Gross 1271 

Median Cost/GSF $88.45 

Cost $112,420 
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Tota 1 Bu I 1 d i ng -̂s«̂  Cost 

Office Space $129,164 

Medical Space $140,165 

Laboratory Space $ 1 12,420 

Grand Total $381,749 

Since the Grand Total represents a number that relates 

to a thirty city average In January 1985, the adjustments for 

specific location and specific time of construction need to 

be made. 

In adjusting for time. It Is necessary to know the 

price Index that corresponds to the unit costs that were 

used, and It Is necessary to project a unit cost that 

corresponds to the midpoint of construction. By looking at 

the schedule below. It can be seen that the midpoint 

construction date is September of 1986. 
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The price index used for the above listed unit costs is 

190. Looking at the past rate of change, it can be 

calculated at .00197. per month for the last 18 months.^ 

Using this rate of change, the price index for September of 

1986 can be projected at 198. With these two Indices, the 

time corrected building cost can be calculated. 

Time Adjustment: 

$381,749 X 198/190 = $397,823 

The adjustment for location. In this case Lubbock, Is 

simply a multiplier given in the Means. For Lubbock, the 

weighted average city cost Index is 89.6% of 100. With 

this factor, the location corrected building cost can be 

calculated. 

Locality Adjustment: 

$397,823 X .869 = $356,449 

This figure represents the total building cost for this 

facility in Lubbock, having a midpoint construction date of 

September of 1986. 
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TOTAL PROJECT COST 

In calculating the total project cost, it is important 

to have an accurate building cost because the cost of the 

total project is based on the building cost. To check the 

accuracy of the previous estimation, a cost comparison of a 

completed medical clinic versus the proposed facility is 

g i yen. 

A medical clinic built in Lubbock, Texas in March of 

1979 is listed at 41.62 dollars per square foot.^ Since this 

facility is located in Lubbock, the only adjustment that 

needs to be made, so the cost corresponds to that of the 

proposed facility, is the time adjustment. In March of 1979, 

the price index was 132. Therefore, the time adjusted cost 

per square foot can be calculated. 

Cost per Square Foot (built clinic): 

41.62 dollars/sq. ft. X 198/132 = 62.43 dollars/sq. ft. 

To calculate the cost per square foot for the proposed 

building, the total building cost must be divided by the 

total gross square footage. 

Cost per Square Foot (proposed clinic); 

356,449 dollars / 5824 sq. ft. = 61.20 dollars/sq. ft. 

The closeness of these two numbers indicates that the 

building cost for the proposed facility is a fair estimate. 

Now the total project cost can be determined. 
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Total Project Cost Estimate^ 

A. Building Cost $356,449 

B. Fixed Equipment (127. of A) AZ,11A 

C Site Development (10% of A) 35,645 

D. Total Construction 434,868 

E. Site Acquisition 50,000 

F. Movable Equipment (157. of A) 53,467 

G. Professional Fees (6% of D) 26,092 

H. Contingencies (10% of D) 43,487 

I. Administrative Cost (17. of D) 4.349 

J. Total Project Cost (D + E thru I) 612,263 

This number Is the estimate for the total project cost 

for this facility In Lubbock, having a midpoint construction 

date of September 1986. 
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DETAILED SPACE LIST 



PUBLIC/ADMINISTRATIVE 

Descriptive Title: reception 

Expected Number of Occupants: 3 to 8 

Assignable Floor Area: 400 square feet^ 

Functional Description: space provided for admittance 

of patients 

Environmental Requirements; 

-the architectural quality of the space should 

create an inviting and friendly atmosphere 

-the finish surface materials should be soft, yet 

durable in high traffic situations 

-the lighting over the reception desk should be 

400 lux2 

-sound absorbing surfaces should be used so that 

conversation Is not Impaired 

FurnIshIngs/EquIpment: 

-1 office desk 

-1 office chair 

-2 occasional chairs 
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Descriptive Title; waiting 

Expected Number of Occupants; 15 to 20 

Assignable Floor Area: 200 square feet"^ 

Functional Description: space provided for comfortable 

seating of patients waiting to see the doctor 

Environmental Requirements; 

-the architectural quality of this space should be 

domestic and comfortable with easy access to 

pub11c amen 111es 

-the finish surface materials should be soft, yet 

durable In high traffic situations 

-the lighting In this area should be natural light 

as much as possible, with a light level of 200 

lux"* 

-the acoustics in this space should be oriented to 

family conversation 

Furn i sh i ngs/Equ i pment: 

-2 sofas 

-6 lounge chairs 

-4 end tables 
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Descriptive Title: business office 

Expected Number of Occupants: 3 

Assignable Floor Area: 140 square feet^ 

Functional Description; space provided for the general 

office duties of the facility, and business 

transactions between the patient and doctor 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the minimum dimensional requirements should allow 

3 feet of aisle at the end of each desk 

-the architectural quality of this space should 

create a professional, yet friendly atmosphere 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

• 4. 6 

easy maintenance 

-the lighting level in this space should be 400 

lux^ 

-the acoustics in this space should reduce the 

noise of office equipment 

Furni shings/Equipment: 

-3 office desks 

-3 office chairs 

-1 occasional chair 

-shelf space for reference books 

-3 file cabinets 
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Descriptive Title: medical supply storage 

Expected Number of Occupants: usually none, 3 maximum 

Assignable Floor Area; 200 square feet 

Functional Description; space provided to hold sterile 

med i ca1 supp1 Ies 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

9 
easy maintenance 

-the lighting level in this space should be 100 

lux»0 

FurnIshIngs/EquIpment; 

-shelf space for supplies 

-cabinet with lock for biologicals and drugs 
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Descriptive Title; office supply storage 

Expected Number of Occupants: usually none, 3 maximum 

12 Assignable Floor Area; 200 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided to hold office 

supplies and office records 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

1 3 

easy maintenance 

-the lighting level in this space should be 100 

lux̂ "* 

Furn1sh i ngs/EquIpment; 

-shelf space for supplies 

-3 file cabinets 
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MEDICAL 

Descriptive Title: exam 

Expected Number of Occupants: 2 to 3 

Assignable Floor Area: 80 square feet 

Total Number of Rooms and Area this Type: 6 @ 80 = 480 

square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for examination 

of the patient 

Environmental Requirements: 

-minimum dimensions should allow for a 2 foot 8 

inch clearance on three sides of the exam 

table 1^ 

-the architectural quality of the space should 

create a medical atmosphere without being harsh 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

. ^ 17 
easy maintenance 

-the lighting level of this space should be 500 

lux in general, and 1000 lux at the exam tablel^ 

-the acoustics of this space should isolate this 

area from the rest of the building, except for the 

adjacent treatment and consultation areas 

Furn i sh i ngs/Equ i pment: 

1 9 -1 lavatory for hand washing' 

-1 examination table'̂ '̂  

-1 exam i nat i on 1i ght 

2 1 -counter space for writing^' 
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Descriptive Title: treatment/surgical 

Expected Number of Occupants: 2 to 4 

Assignable Floor Area: 120 square feet22 

Total Number of Rooms and Area this Type: 3 (? 120 

360 square feet 

Functional Description; space provided for treatment 

of the patient 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the minimum room dimension shall be 10 feet23 

-the architectural quality of the space should 

create a medical atmosphere without being harsh 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

• 4. 2 4 easy maintenance 

-the lighting level of this space should be 500 

lux in general, and 1000 lux at the treatment 

table2^ 

-the acoustics of this space should isolate this 

area from the rest of the building except for the 

adjacent exam and consultation areas 

Furni shings/EquIpment: 

26 
-1 lavatory for hand washing 

27 -1 treatment table 

-1 exam i nat i on 1i ght 

28 
-counter space for writing 
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Descriptive Title: urine specimen toilet 

Expected Number of Occupants; 1 

Assignable Floor Area: 30 square feet2^ 

Total Number of Rooms and Area this Type: 3 @ 30 = 90 

square feet 

Functional Description; space provided for collection 

of urine specimens 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

easy maintenance 

-the lighting level of this space should be 200 

lux^^ 

-the acoustics of this space should Isolate this 

area from the rest of the building 

-access to the exam room and laboratory should be 

easy 

Furn i shIngs/EquIpment; 

-1 water closet 
32 -1 lavatory for hand washing 

33 -1 hand towel dispenser 

-shelf space for specimen bottles 
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Descriptive Title; consultation 

Expected Number of Occupants; 3 to 8 

Assignable Floor Area: 180 square feet"^^ 

Total Number of Rooms and Area this Type: 3 @ 180 = 

540 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for personal 

and professional interaction between the patient 

and his family and the doctor 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the architectural quality of the space should be 

domestic and comfortable 

-the finish surface materials should be soft and 

re 1 ax i ng 

-the lighting level of this space should be 200 

1ux35 

-the acoustics of this space should isolate 

this area from the rest of the building, except 

for the adjacent treatment and exam areas 

FurnIshIngs/Equ1pment; 

-6 lounge chairs 

-1 coffee table 
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PRIVATE/UTILITY 

Descriptive Title: break room 

Expected Number of Occupants: 3 to 6 

Assignable Floor Area; 500 square feet^^ 

Functional Description: space provided for social 

Interaction among the staff of the facility 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the architectural quality of the space should 

create an atmosphere that Is friendly and relaxed 

-the finish surface materials should be soft, yet 

durable in high traffic situations 

-natural light should be used as much as possible, 

with a lighting level of 200 lux^^ 

-the acoustics of this space should be suitable 

for conversation 

FurnIshIngs/EquIpment; 

-1 sink 

-1 lunch table 

-1 refrigerator 

-counter space 

-1 sofa 

-3 lounge chairs 

-shelf space for medical books 

-storage cabinets 
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Descriptive Title; coat closet 

Expected Number of Occupants: usually none, 1 maximum 

Assignable Floor Area: 6 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for storage of 

staff's outer garments 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the lighting level of this space should be 100 

, 39 lux 

FurnIshIngs/Equ i pment; 

-1 shelf 

-1 coat rod 
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Descriptive Title: soiled holding 

Expected Number of Occupants: usually none, 1 maximum 

Assignable Floor Area: 50 square feet 

Functional Descriptive: space provided for the holding 

of soiled medical materials 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the lighting level of this space should be 300 

lux^O 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

easy maintenance, and be resistant to corrosion 

Furn1sh1ngs/Equ i pment; 
A.7 

-waste receptacle 
43 -linen receptacle 

44 
-1 lavatory for hand washing 
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Descriptive Title: janitors closet 

Expected Number of Occupants; usually none, 1 maximum 

Assignable Floor Area: 36 square feet^ 

Functional Description; space provided for storage of 

cleaning supplies and equipment 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

easy maintenance, and be resistant to corrosion 

-the lighting level of this space should be 300 

lux 

-the acoustics of this space should isolate this 

area from the rest of the building 

FurnIshIngs/EquIpment: 

-1 floor receptor ' 

48 -1 service sink 

-shelf for cleaning supplies 
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MEDICAL SUPPORT 

Descriptive Title: pharmacy 

Expected Number of Occupants: 1 to 2 

Assignable Floor Area: 250 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for storage and 

distribution of drugs 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

, 4. 49 easy maintenance 

-the lighting level of this space should be 500 

1 ux 

FurnishIngs/EquIpment: 

-cold storage unit 

-1 lavatory for hand washing 

-work counter 

-shelf space for drug storage 

-1 file cabinet for filled prescriptions 
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Descriptive Title; laboratory 

Expected Number of Occupants: 1 to 3 

50 Assignable Floor Area: 240 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for testing of 

specimens 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

51 
easy maintenance, and be resistant to corrosion 

-the lighting level of this space should be 500 

lux^2 

Furn i sh1ngs/Equ1pment; 

-1 lavatory for hand washing 

-counter space 

-storage cabinets 
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Descriptive Title: X-ray 

Expected Number of Occupants; 2 to 3 

Assignable Floor Area; 165 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided for taking 

X-rays of patients 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

easy maintenance 

-the lighting level of this space should be 500 

lux^^ 

-the radiation protection should meet the 

standards of NCRP Reports Nos. 33 and 49^^ 

FurnishIngs/Equipment: 

-radiology equipment 

-counter for writing space 
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Descriptive Title; X-ray darkroom 

Expected Number of Occupants: 1 to 2 

S7 Assignable Floor Area: 88 square feet 

Functional Description: space provided to develop 

X-ray film 

Environmental Requirements: 

-the finish surface materials should allow for 

easy maintenance, and be resistant to corrosion 

-the lighting level of this space must meet 

darkroom requirements 

FurnIshIngs/Equ i pment; 

-developing equipment 

-1 lavatory for hand washing 
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APPENDIX I 

CASE STUDIES 



INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES 

The case studies which follow are architectural 

examp1es show i ng state-of-the-art hea1th care fac i1i t i es. 

This study will be done by looking at some present concepts 

about health care, and then, illustrating how these concepts 

are being integrated into specific structures. Each of these 

facilities will be examined, when possible, with respect to 

the following criteria: 

Context - The influencing factors of the project. 

Function - The relationship of the users to the project. 

Form - The image created by the project. 

Site Analysis - The general site conditions. 

Cost Analysis - The cost implications of the project. 

After understanding the future trends in health care, and 

realizing how they are translated into state-of-the-art 

health care facilities, a set of evaluation criteria will be 

derived through comparative analysis of these case studies. 

This criteria will be presented in a condensed list of 

performance standards. 
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GENERAL BACKGROUND ABOUT HEALTH CARE 

"It is a truism that the purpose of health care is to 

promote health. Yet, most observers of the health care 

system would agree that It deals with disease, not with 

health. The education of health professionals, physicians In 

particular, focuses on pathology, and medical practice is 

almost exclusively concerned with treatment of disease."^ 

This description of health care pretty well summarizes the 

attitude people in the United States take about their health. 

Consequently, a great deal of effort has, in the past, been 

placed on cures and not prevention. However, this attitude 

is giving way to a new trend called health care maintenance. 

In understanding this new concept, it is Important to 

note that the cause of death In the United States has changed 

extensively In the last century. As illustrated In the graph 

below, the major cause of death Is presently diseases of the 

heart and malignant neoplasms (cancers). These diseases are 

more often than not caused by lifestyle and environmental 

factors.2 On the other hand, diseases such as influenza or 

tuberculosis are generally infectious in nature. This change 

in health patterns requires a change In medical practices; a 

shift from curative to preventive medicine. Therefore, the 

large scale health facilities designed for treating diseases 

are giving way to small scale facilities designed for 

preventing diseases. 
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Not only have the health patterns of the United States 

changed, but the structure of the health profession has also 

been modified. Due to the high cost of running an office, 

more doctors are coming together in group practice. This can 

be seen In the graph below. This Illustration indicates that 

family oriented clinics are becoming more popular for the 

doctors of today. Therefore, in place of the small one-room 

office, health care facilities are becoming more like 

neighborhood stores. 
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After realizing that preventive medicine and health 

maintenance are fast becoming the future trends In modern 

health care, and after understanding that this ambulatory 

service Is more and more being delivered In a group practice 

setting, certain implications about health care facilities 

can be determined. 

The context In which a health care facility exists is 

becoming oriented to a smaller group of people. It needs to 

reflect the character of the specific area or neighborhood it 

3er-ves. An example of this Is seen In the Edward R. Roybal 

Comprehensive Health Center, which is described In 

^^^j_tecturai Record as, "A new family practice health center 

that has become a local symbol of ethnic cultural heritage in 
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this predominantly MexIcan-American East Los Angeles 

neighborhood."^ Small scale facilities can be more effective 

in matching the values of Its clients. 

The forms of these neighborhood facilities tend to stay 

away from the "clinical" look. The atmosphere becomes more 

like a home. The "clinical" symbols are replaced with warm 

personal ones relating to more "natural" elements. 

The function of local facilities Is still bringing 

doctor and patient together. However, sickness may not 

always be the cause for this contact. Reasons such as check

ups, or health education through consultation might be the 

motives for such a meeting. 

The location of these facilities tend to be 

neighborhood oriented as stated earlier. The site 

development, in order to be reflective of the surrounding 

environmental context, takes on a residential scale. 

The cost of these facilities is addressed primarily in 

one significant way. Since the structures are fairly small, 

future growth Is usually designed and built into a project. 

In this manner, present day construction costs are used to 

build future space. This offsets the impact of inflation. 

These Implications do not mean that large scale 

treatment facilities are not needed. They are simply 

responses to the future trends in health care^ and are being 

translated into state-of-the-art health care facilities. 
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Case Study A: Muscatine Heal th Center . 

A r c h i t e c t : Hansen L ind Meyer, P. c 

L o c a t i o n : Muscat ine , Iowa 

CONTEXT 

"The Muscatine Health Center has been established to 

attract physicians who could provide care to the Muscatine 

patient area by offering a group practice setting and 

reduction of the tedium of medical practice through the use 

of physician extendors."^ Even though this facility was 

established for an entire town, Muscatine, with its 

population of 23,000, Is small enough that a neighborhood 

context still exists. This neighborhood scale is reinforced 

through the services the center offers. "Physicians are 

specialists In family practice, internal medicine, and 

pediatrics." This type of family oriented service tends to 

project the image of the small scale local clinic. 

FUNCTION 

"The Muscatine Health Center Is designed around a team 

concept of health care. This new facility features thirty-

two examination rooms for a team of ten physicians." The 

function of these doctors Is primarily direct contact with a 

particular patient. However, the idea of a team indicates an 

Interaction between the doctors In some special way. With 

the use of the of library/conference rooms that are provided. 
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the environment for further education through group 

Interaction Is created. 

Another Important functional relationship of spaces 

occurs between the patient waiting areas and staff areas. 

"Waiting areas are located along a common corridor in order 

to minimize traveling distance for patient and to clearly 

separate patient traffic from staff circulation."^ This 

separation creates an environment that Is something other 

than "clinical". By having a patient meet with a doctor 

without having to be exposed to several other doctors or 

nurses, the idea of consultation rather than treatment is 

reinforced. 

FORM 

The primary symbols that are used to relate "natural" 

rather than "clinical" forms are plant material and natural 

light. The corridor used for the waiting areas is enclosed 

on one side by tall windows which allows for natural light. 

Immediately outside the windows are trees and plant material. 

Also, there Is plant material Inside the building. The 

"natural" rather than the "clinical" environment can be seen 

in the photograph below. 

On the exterior, "the precast concrete facade is 

designed as a strong simple mass."^* Again, this form and 

material are representative of more "natural" elements. 
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Photograph of Waiting Area^^ 

SITE ANALYSIS 

In this case, the Muscatine Health Center is located 

next to the Muscatine General Hospital. This occurs because 

of the relationship between the two. There Is an Intern 

program between the University of Iowa's School of Medicine, 

and the Health Center. Also, the physicians of the clinic 

serve on the medical staff at the school.'"^ However, the 

clinic does relate to the hospital architecturally, and they 

share parking space.^^ This all Indicates a sensitivity to 

the surrounding environment. 
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COST ANALYSIS 

In February of 1978, the Muscatine Health Center was 

completed at a cost of $52.60 per square foot. Realizing the 

expense of future construction cost, and also, the expense of 

relocation, the Muscatine Health Center prepared for future 

expansion. Even now, "a minor expansion along the common 

corridor Is In the preliminary stage."' 
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CASE STUDY B: NORTH CENTRAL CONNECTICUT HMO AND MEDICAL 

PRACTICE GROUP 

ARCHITECT: Dewolff Partnership 

LOCATION: Hartford. Connecticut 

CONTEXT 

The North Central Connecticut HMO and Medical Practice 

Group is a type of facility known as a health maintenance 

organization (HMO). HMO's are a type of prepaid health care 

facility. They "must market and sell their services to the 

consumer."^^ Therefore, this type of facility is immediately 

put into a context of a specific market group. This means 

that the Idea of a neighborhood user group is valid for this 

facility; very much like a local supermaket has its own user 

group. 

FUNCTION 

The very nature of HMO's is to provide for the function 

of health maintenance. This means, that beyond the treatment 

of Illness, other aspects of human well being are important. 

This Is shown In this particular HMO by the fact that a 

physical therapy section Is Included in the clinic. 

Another Important functional aspect of the space Is the 

social Interaction that Is encouraged among the users. "In a 

we 11-designed shopping center, a central mall brings people 

of all ages together in a comfortable environment and 
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encourages social Interaction. This function is provided for 

In the East Hartford facility through the use of axial 

corridors that converge onto a central control area!**^ These 

elements reveal that the purpose of this building is more 

than treating Illness. 

FORM 

This facility also uses symbols and forms that refer to 

a "natural" rather than a "clinical" environment. "The 

waiting area has been given a relaxed congenial atmosphere 

through the use of planting, and carefully selected seating 

units located beneath a series of skylights, which flood the 

concourse with soft natural light."^® The character of the 

concourse Is revealed In the sketch below. 

Sketch of Atrium Above Waiting Area 19 

On the exterior, the concept of natural forms is again 

reinforced. "The rounded corners of the North Central 

Connecticut HMO and the unevenly spaced straited grooves 
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emphasize the building's curved form and sculptural 

appearance."2^ These symbols and forms effectively break 

away from the "clinical" environment. 

SITE ANALYSIS 

"The buiIdlng has four entrances to ease congestion and 

to make the building more accessible to the parking area."^^ 

This helps reduce the scale of the building by avoiding one 

grand entrance. Also, "extensive planting and landscaping 

further soften the appearance of the fad 1ity."^^ These 

elements help the building to relate to Its surrounding 

env i ronment. 
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Case Study C: Medical Surgical Clinic 

Architects: Champion/Turner Architects 

Location: Enumclaw, Washington 

CONTEXT 

Even though the Medical Surgical Clinic started out as 

a surgical clinic in 1946, the addition of four general 

practitioners, a surgeon, and two obstetrician-gynecologist 

brought in more patients. This growth caused "traffic flow 

problems and overcrowding" by both the patients and staff. 

This created the need for the construction of a new building 

in July of 1980.^^ The context for this new structure is a 

community setting. "The communities' perception of the 

building was important to the medical group. A feeling of 

personal attention In a small family practice atmosphere was 

desired." This is another example of the community or 

neighborhood service model of health care. 

FUNCTION 

The relationship between the doctor and patient prevent 

the Images of Institutional health care. This is illustrated 

in the activity spatial description sketch below. Important 

to note Is the need for both visual and auditory privacy. 

Also, circulation patterns are designed to reduce physician 

and patient contact except In exam and consultation rooms." 

These qualitIes reduce the coldness of the medical setting. 
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FORM 

In this facility, as in the other two, "natural" 

symbols and forms are preferred over "clinical" ones. The 

waiting room has abundant natural light.*̂ ' Also, its large 

windows provide a "spectacular view of Mount Rainer 
1,28 

Photograph of Waiting Area 29 
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On the exterior, thick wood shingles further add to the 

theme of "natural" elements.30 These symbols and forms 

continually ease the patient Into an environment that does 

not have the "cold clinical" feelings of usual medical 

facI 1 111es. 

SITE ANALYSIS 

The site that was selected for this project is located 

next to a main access highway. The land Is zoned residential 

and commercial use. The location of the facility is 

actually Intended to be in a neighborhood setting. Also, by 

using "hovering shingle roofs that echo nearby farm houses," 

the structure is sensitive to its surrounding environment.-^^ 

Furthermore, "earth berms and landscaping complement the 

building, and reduce the visual Impact of the large parking 

areas." These elements help the facility to relate to its 

environmental context. 

COST ANALYSIS 

The cost of this facility Is addressed in two ways. 

"The owners have purchased more land than they needed as a 

means of profiting from the expected escalation in land 

values."3^ Also, the building has been designed for 

expansion. "Only two wings have been built for immediate 

35 
use. The third Is roughed In for expansion or rental." 

Both of these techniques help reduce the impact of inflation. 
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SUMMARY 

To determine the Important qualities of health care 

facilities. It Is beneficial to extract the conmon eletnents 

of several exemplary structures. Given below Is a set of 

charts which gives a comparative analysis of the previously 

described examples, along with two other clinics which have 

not been discussed. Each one of these charts notes which 

qualities occur most often in the group of clinics which have 

been selected. 
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By looking at these charts, certain qualities appear to 

be of greater importance than others. To develop a 1ist of 

evaluation criteria, the most noted quality In each category 

will be selected. This will become a set of primary 

standards. Then, the second most noted quality in each 

category will become a 1 Ist of secondary standards. This 

list Is given below. These are the characteristics of state-

of-the-art health care facilities. 

Primary Standards: 

-the facility needs accommodations for several 

special Ists 

-the facility needs to offer X-ray and lab 

services 

-there should be an abundant use of natural light 

-the facility should be built for future expansion 

-attention should be given to the parking 
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Secondary Standards: 

-there should be a central waiting area 

-the facility should make use of neighborhood 

forms 

-the facility should be located in a residential 

area 

-attention should be given to the landscaping 
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THESIS DOCUMENTATION FOR 

CENTRO DE SALUDE 

by 

Steven Caddel 



The documentation of this thesis will be presented in two 

sections. The first section, referred to as the Process, is a 

personal account of the reasons for doing the project, and the 

path that was followed during the design. The second section, 

referred to as the Product, describes the physical results of the 

design efforts. However, It should be understood that process 

and product are dependent upon each other, and can not stand 

alone. Therefore, the final design should be judged as a product 

capable of fulfilling the hopes and aspirations of the architect, 

user, and client, but only within the context of the process. 

The hopes of the designer are embodied in the thesis 

statement of the project: 

A health care facility which has been designed 
in a culturally appropriate manner can better 
serve people by improving the effectiveness of 
delivering medical services. 

These ideas were specifically addressed towards the Mexican-

American community of North Lubbock known as the Arnett-Benson 

neighborhood. Through communication with experts in this field 

of study, it was determined that this low-Income ethnic group was 

in need of these services. Therefore, the improved quality of 

life associated with these services would be a "measuring stick" 

of the projects success. 



The Process 

For the culmination of my architectural education, I felt it 

would be beneficial for me to attempt a project requiring an 

understanding of values different from my own. For this reason, 

I selected a project dealing with another culture. After being 

exposed to the idea of ethnic medicine, I realized that peoples' 

values play an important role in health care delivery. 

Furthermore, I began to understand that the architecture of a 

health care facility could and should respond to these values. 

Therefore, by selecting a treatment facility for a Mexican-

American community, I provided myself with the opportunity to 

explore the elements of architecture I felt to be most important. 

After deciding upon this project, the first step was to 

develop a method of discovering and understanding the issues that 

were critical to the success of the design. I had little chance 

to develop this method myself. The technique of academic 

research was required. Information was primarily gathered 

through a literature search. This method was employed during the 

programming stage. It was the first weakness in the process. 

Even though the program was adequately documented, it had no real 

"purpose" or "life" behind it, because the information was not 

gathered from "real" people. This could have been avoided if 

personal contact with people had been encouraged. Unfortunately, 

more emphasis was place on scholarly research rather that 

personal feelings. Therefore, the program contained a great deal 

of impersonal information. 



In spite of this limiting information, during the early 

stage of the design process, I was encouraged to remember the 

Ideas I had when I started. I regained the feelings I once had 

about the project, and I began to mentally sort through the 

issues that I had uncovered during the research. It was this 

process that initially developed the concept which linked the 

values described in my thesis statement to physical ideas. This 

concept is best described on the first slide of the 

documentat i on. 

To bring this concept into a physical reality. I explored 

several character drawings and models. The first set of drawings 

I produced were extremely biased, and showed only my 

stereotypical images of a shallow architectural vocabulary. This 

was due to my lack of understanding of Mexican architecture. 

Through helpful criticism and a more extensive literature search, 

I broadened my views on this subject, and developed other images 

which contained greater dignity. A great deal of personal growth 

was made during this time. It should be noted however, that if I 

had been able to visit some excellent examples of Mexican 

architecture rather than look at them in a book, I would have 

developed even farther. 

To aid this process of bringing ideas into physical reality. 

I developed a dialogue between oblique drawings and study models. 

It was this method that enabled me to produce the marriage 

between form and function. Throughout this process, at each 

level of refinement, interaction with my advisors was provided in 

order to evaluate my design with respect to the original goals 



and objectives in my thesis statement. This proved to be helpful 

with respect to the functional issues of my project. I feel that 

several of these were resolved with great satisfaction. 

However, during this evaluation stage, a further weakness in 

the process was revealed. Once again, without the presence of 

real users or clients, no accurate value judgments about my 

project could be made. Even though what the professors had to 

say was useful. It was only their opinions based on their values. 

No "true" or "validated" choice could be developed. because the 

values of the users were not voiced. This would occur only when 

the architect's goals and intentions could be measured by the 

response of the people, which would be based on their values, 

ideas, and dreams. Therefore, regarding the cultural issues of 

the project, I have no real way of knowing whether they were 

sufficiently resolves. 

This process did provide me with several valuable learning 

experiences. I understand now that answers are only secondary, 

because the most impact is made with the questions. I feel that 

this process did teach me how to deal with other value systems, 

but I know that much practice is still needed. 



The Product 

The physical results of the design efforts correspond 

directly with the concept that was developed. Referring back to 

sketch of the concept (slide 1), it can be noted that there are 

threes important levels of spaces other than the individual 

examination areas. Each space provides an opportunity for a 

particular level of social interaction. 

The first social level of space is encountered in the plaza 

(slide 2). The spatial experience is designed to encourage 

social activity on a community scale. The idea is taken from 

town squares, or town plazas, seen in examples of Mexican 

villages. Also. the use of clay tiles on the plaza and the 

clearl story roofs further emphasis this image (slides 3 and 4). 

This type of environment should promote health care on the 

community level, by making the health care facility the focus of 

the neighborhood. 

The next social level of space is found in the interior 

courtyard (slide 5). This spatial experience is provided so that 

interaction between different families can be developed. Since 

the families will be in this waiting area for the same reason, a 

strong bond could be formed between them such as in an extended 

family arrangement. The idea for the space is taken from that of 

a courtyard separating two or more households. This space has 

natural light from the main clearl story which reinforces a more 

human environment. Also, the possibility of interaction with the 

medical staff as wel 1 as other pat Ients, helps to bring the 



health professionals into the extended family experience. 

The final social level of space is the family consultation 

areas (slides 6 and 7). These areas are provided to allow 

personal interaction between the patient and his family. and the 

doctor. The purpose of this interaction is to encourage health 

care at the family level. The natural light and domestic 

materials, give these rooms a personal and warm feeling. This 

should be a space where medicine can be practiced without the 

standard, cold harsh clinical environment. Also, the family can 

become educated about medicine in a personal and gentle way. 

The main emphasis of the physical design is relating to the 

user of the facility in a familiar and culturally appropriate 

way- Through the use of images found in Mexican architecture, 

and the use of community oriented spaces, the project does make 

itself familiar to the people. Also, the organization of space 

into different social levels (slides 8 and 9) does address the 

cultural requirements of the people. It is through these 

physical aspects of the project that the conceptual ideas of the 

design are achieved. 




